The Weeks Gallery at Jamestown Community College will present an ArtHappening
òL_OPIP[PVUNHSSLY`[HSR:JOHYTHUU;OLH[YLJVUJLY[HUKHY[PZ[Z»YLJLW[PVUòVU:LW[LTILY 

The event begins at 6 p.m. with a viewing of Robert HIrsch’s The Sixties Cubed: Signs, Symbols, and
Celebrities. Visit http://www.lightresearch.net/ for details, images, and video. At 6:30, Hirsch will present
HIYPLM>LLRZ.HSSLY`[HSR[VPSS\TPUH[LOPZPUZ[HSSH[PVUZ[OH[PUJS\KLJ\ILKWOV[VTVU[HNLZHTVUVSP[OPJ
Peace Sign, Spinning Mobile, Timeline, Button Women, and the notorious, hypnotic Dream Machine.
At 7 p.m., Oliver Burdo, HU0UÄUP[`=PZ\HSHUK7LYMVYTPUN(Y[ZZ[\KLU[^PSSVWLU[OL:JOHYTHUU;OLH[YL
concert with his rendition of Bob Dylan’s The Times They Are a-Changin’. At 7:15, Mercury Rising, featurPUN5LSZVU:[HYYHUKTLTILYZVM:[PUNLYH:P_[PLZJSHZZPJYVJRIHUK^PSSWYLZLU[ZVUNZI`[OL)LH[SLZ
*V\U[Y`1VLHUK[OL-PZO1PTP/LUKYP_;OL9VSSPUN:[VULZ4VVK`)S\LZ:[LWWLU^VSMHUKV[OLYZ
The reception, which begins at 8:30 PU[OL:JOHYTHUUSVII`HUK>LLRZ9LJLW[PVU/HSSPUJS\KLZOVYZ
d’oeuvres and wine and beer tasting. Family Function and the Sitar Jams will enliven the festivities with
their East-West fusion that melds Indian classical and folk roots with funk, jazz, and rock. Their instrumenta[PVUPZYLTPUPZJLU[VM9H]P:OHURHYH]PZPVUHY`ZP[HYWSH`LY^OVNHPULK^VYSKH[[LU[PVUPU[OLºZHUKºZ
HUKPUÅ\LUJLK;OL)`YKZ;OL)LH[SLZHUKV[OLYZ
Tickets for the all-inclusive ArtHappening (exhibition, talk, concert, and reception) are available through
1**»Z-:(IVVRZ[VYLIV_VMÄJLVYH[[OLKVVY>LZVSKV\[[^PJLSHZ[`LHYZVVYKLYLHYS`
Prices are: .LULYHSHKTPZZPVU "1**-:(TLTILYZ "HYLHZ[\KLU[Z ;OLIVVRZ[VYLPZVWLU
4VUKH`[V;O\YZKH`!HT[VWTHUK-YPKH`ZMYVT!HT[VWT
Why stage an ArtHappening? -VYTHU`OPZ[VYPHUZ[OLºZZWPYP[HYVZLPU ZVTHYRZ[OLNVSKLU
HUUP]LYZHY`¸5VKLJHKLPUYLJLU[<:OPZ[VY`OHZYL]LYILYH[LKHUKILLUT`[OVSVNPaLKTVYL[OHU[OL
ºZ¹^YV[L/0YZJO4HU`L]LU[ZTV]LTLU[ZHUKWLYZVUHSP[PLZMYVT[OPZ\UPX\LHUKJVU[YV]LYZPHSLYHHYL
YVV[LKPUV\YJ\S[\YL!/HPNO[(ZOI\Y`>VVKZ[VJRHUKOPWWPLZ"=PL[UHT>HY[OLKYHM[HUKKLTVUZ[YH[PVUZ"
;OL)LH[SLZ1VHU)HLa)VI+`SHU1HUPZ1VWSPU1PTP/LUKYP_HUK(YL[OH-YHURSPU"(UK`>HYOVS3V\PZL
5L]LSZVUHUK(SSLU.PUZILYN"+Y4HY[PU3\[OLY2PUN1Y4HSJVST?ZP[PUZTHYJOLZHUKYPV[Z")PSSPL1LHU
2PUN4VOHTTLK(SPHUK1VOUU`<UP[HZ"7YLZPKLU[Z5P_VU2LUULK`HUK1VOUZVU"HUK[OL>VTLU»Z
4V]LTLU[)L[[`-YPLKHU:OPYSL`*OPZOVSTHUK.SVYPH:[LPULT
This event is made possible by1**1**-HJ\S[`:[\KLU[(ZZVJPH[PVU1**-V\UKH[PVU2H[OHYPUL
1HJRZVU*HYUHOHU,UKV^TLU[MVY[OL/\THUP[PLZ:HYP[H/VWRPUZ>LLRZ*VUJLY[-\UK*OH\[H\X\H
9LNPVU*VTT\UP[`-V\UKH[PVU(Y[O\Y9.YLU*VTWHU`HUK:V\[OLYU;PLY)YL^PUN*VTWHU`
To add to the fun and to make this a “real happening,” students, faculty, administration, and friends are
PU]P[LK[VZLHYJO[OLPY^HYKYVILZVY]PZP[H]PU[HNLZ[VYL[VKYLZZ:P_[PLZZ[`SLVY[V^LHYHML^HZZLZZVYPLZ

weeksgallery.sunyjcc.edu

The Sixties Cubed: Signs, Symbols, and Celebrities
is a sculptural anthology based on reinterpretations of
historic and personal photographs. The camera re-envisions the competing social landscapes that shaped the
American zeitgeist. Thousands of resulting images are
presented in 4 x 4 x 4-inch transparent boxes that echo
the Kodak Instamatic photo cube.
Why the 1960s?
5VKLJHKLPUYLJLU[<:OPZ[VY`OHZYL]LYILYH[LKHUK
been mythologized more than the 1960s. This venture
explores how visual media interacts with the exceptional
as well as daily life. It offers a complex pattern of pictures
depicting an epoch I lived through and recorded as a budding photographer in the New York City area. Additionally,
it juxtaposes how the demographics of the Baby Boomers, those born approximately between 1946 and 1960,
JOHSSLUNLK[OL[YHKP[PVUHS]HS\LZVM[OL¸:PSLU[4HQVYP[`¹
My purpose is not one of historical archivist or nostalgia,
but rather to visually connect the past and the present to
ponder the future. In this sense, this venture offers a visual
representation of our collective societal memory of that era.
Its open, pictographic storytelling format encourages viewers to ponder how this decade affects who we are today.
'HðQLQJWKHV
9LNHYKSLZZVM`V\YWVSP[PJHSWLYZ\HZPVU[OLºZ^HZHU
age of extreme polarity. On one hand there was John F.
Kennedy’s New Frontier with its sense of idealistic public
ZLY]PJLPUJS\KPUN[OL7LHJL*VYWZ[OLWO`ZPJHSÄ[ULZZ
program, and the challenge to place a man on the moon.
During this decade the Civil Rights Movement culminated
with the March on Washington and Dr. Martin Luther King
1Y»Z¸0/H]L(+YLHT¹ZWLLJO3`UKVU)1VOUZVU»Z.YLH[
:VJPL[`PTWSLTLU[LK[OL*P]PS9PNO[Z(J[[OL=V[PUN9PNO[Z
Act, the War on Poverty as well as environmental and
consumer protections. It was a period of middle class,
economic expansion, accompanied by an outburst of consciousness expanding energy of “The Harvard Psychedelic
*S\I¹VM;PTV[O`3LHY`9HT+HZZ/\Z[VU:TP[OHUK
Andrew Weil that purged the 1950s and led to experimentation in the arts, culture, and politics. Woodstock became
synonymous with the peaceful good times of sex, drugs,

and rock-and-roll. Women and minorities confronted societal standards to build a more humane and open nation
with expanded personal freedoms. Although its legacy is
OV[S`KLIH[LKVULV]LYHYJOPUN[OLTL[OH[KLÄULK[OPZ[\Ybulent decade was an intense drive by a minority counterculture to generate alternatives to conventional institutions
and social customs. At its best, the 1960s was a chapter
of new possibilities.
Conversely, the assassinations of John Kennedy, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., and Robert Kennedy and the murders of
African-Americans and civil rights workers, cast a very
dark shadow, as did the Vietnam War. President Johnson’s escalation of the war led to the drafting of hundreds
of thousands of young men into service and an estimated
2,500,000 civilian and military casualties. Inner city riots
and antiwar protests took place along with hedonistic and
UPOPSPZ[PJL_[YLTLZHZL_LTWSPÄLKI`[OL9VSSPUN:[VULZ
concert in Altamont and the Charles Manson murders. The
era also gave us Thalidomide babies, the Bay of Pigs, the
Cuban Missile Crisis, and above-ground testing of nuclear
weapons, all of which took the world to the edge of “Mutual Assured Destruction” (MAD). Finally, the ’60s marked
the beginning of a long, downhill spiral of faltering public
JVUÄKLUJLPU[OLHIPSP[`VM)PN.V]LYUTLU[HRHSPILYHS
Democrats) to make things work correctly and honestly.
For countless Americans, it was a chaotic and uncertain
period of rising anxiety and disenchantment during which
their familiar societal values came under siege.
Image Treatment
The project’s inventory of 40,000 images was brought
together over three years of collecting in the public realm,
gleaned from such publications as Avant Garde, Ebony,
Life, Look, The New York Times, Newsweek, Playboy,
Popular Mechanics, Popular Science, Ramparts, The Saturday Evening Post, Time, and Vogue. Additional sources
encompass yearbooks, the Internet, and photographs I
made during that era. The themes are comprised of the
arts, politics, popular culture, science, and daily life, as exLTWSPÄLKI`HKZMVYILH\[`HPKZJHYZJSV[OLZJPNHYL[[LZ
food, and liquor that during a period of rising consumerism
encouraged people to buy into the American Dream.

The Cubes
The massing of cubes into three-dimensional forms
emulates the popular graphic representation of the
pixels in a digital image. Each discrete, moveable
frame is a picture block that when joined with others
fashion a multifaceted yet mutable representation
IHZLKVUZLWHYH[LTVK\SLZ;OLÅ\PKP[`VM[OPZHYrangement reverberates with the practice of street
photography, in which accidental factors and a prepared mind deliver unforeseen results.
Apart from the ever-changeable forms assumed
by most of the cubes, the large, three-dimensional
ÄN\YLZZ\JOHZ3LUU`)Y\JL1HJRPLHUK1HJR2LUnedy, and Martin Luther King, Jr., are composites
that take an approach akin to the photorealism of
Chuck Close’s larger-than-life grid portraits to topoNYHWOPJHSS`I\PSKHWPJ[\YL0ULHJOVM[OLZL^VYRZ
cubes are precisely placed within a grid that allows
viewers to visually assemble the separate image units
into a cubist style, multifaceted, all-at-once view of
each subject.
Images and History
My photographic involvement revolves around iconophilia, an appetite and fascination for visual culture.
I do this by opening my eyes wide and absorbing as
much as possible. The incorporation of thousands
of cubed images pushes the medium’s indexicality
to the edge of legibility by isolating pictures amid the
endless stream of image production.
:LJVUKS`[OLZOLLYU\TILYVMPTHNLJ\ILZTHRLZ
excess an essential project ingredient. OverwhelmPUN[OLL`LHUK[OLIYHPUNLULYH[LZHJVUÅPJ[HZ[V
whether one should read individual images or the
overall gestalt, thereby resisting easy comprehension
and challenging viewers to both perceive and create
simultaneously. The sheer, ungraspable, multiplicity
of pictures acknowledges the folly of presenting the
un-presentable by embracing the doctrine of skepticism. By addressing the authenticity of something
claiming to be factual, I call into question the cherry-

picked, nostalgic fairy tales that often surround our
J\S[\YHST`[OZHUKHZR]PL^LYZ[VYLÅLJ[HUKJYLH[L
an expanded reality. This metropolis of nonlinear,
stream-of-consciousness images generates an interconnected dialogue of quotes, references, and appropriations –– all with a tip of my hat to their sources
–– while recognizing the foolishness of reducing an
illogical world to a set of rational concepts. These
are not Twitter moments, but rather an elaborate
mosaic of image fragments, crammed with information, which demands time and concentration for
consideration. In the end, this physical manifestation
VMSHYNLY[OHUSPMLJOHYHJ[LYZHUK^VYSKZPUJVUÅPJ[
asks one to suspend disbelief, to look deeply, and to
merge images that play off the tension among reality,
fantasy, drama, humor, and a sense of mystery, all in
order to rethink the past.
Conventional histories look for beginnings and endings that impose structured progressions on the
diversity and randomness of life. Certain facts are put
MVY^HYK^OPSLV[OLYZHYLPNUVYLK:\JOWH[[LYUTHRing has recently been evident in the media coverage
VM[OLJP]PS\UYLZ[PL(YHI:WYPUN[OH[OHZYVJRLK
the Arab World. But real life is not like that.
Through their unsystematic placement, the cubes
scramble any sequential model, allowing images to
ÅV^MVY^HYKHUKIHJR^HYKPU[PTL^OPSLYLTHPUing connected to the present. Audiences do not
merely consume the images, but, like a Rorschach
test, build and rebuild them. This re-seeing process
\UKLYZJVYLZOV^TLHUPUNPZWLYZVUHSÅL_PISLHUK
PUÅ\_0[HSZVYLTPUKZ\ZOV^[OLTLJOHUPJHSL`L
of the camera can see more than the human one,
capturing, organizing, and expressing time for later
examination and explanation. Its non-analytic nature
conveys a never-ending and unknowable tale about
humanity that exists outside chronological time.
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No decade in recent U.S. history has reverberated and been mythologized more than the 1960s.
This venture explores how visual media interacts with the exceptional as well as daily life...
(S[OV\NOP[ZSLNHJ`PZOV[S`KLIH[LKVULV]LYHYJOPUN[OLTL[OH[KLÄULK[OPZ[\YI\SLU[KLJHKL
was an intense drive by a minority counterculture to generate alternatives to conventional institutions and social customs. At it best, the 1960s was a chapter of new possibilities.
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